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Outline…

1. Identification of the problem

2. Development of a new approach

3. Assessing the new approach



1. Identification of the problem



CapacitySupply

CSR = Capacity / Supply



CSR<1 - Net sediment gain



“…relatively short duration channel configuration changes, 

in this case over a 16-month period, can lead to substantial 

changes in inundated areas…the increase in inundated area 

was almost one-half of the increase in inundated area 

estimated as resulting from simulated climate change to the 

2050s” 

(Lane et al, 2007)



CapacitySupply

CSR = Capacity / Supply



CSR > 1 – Net Sediment Loss



“Sustainable catchment flood management policies will be based 

on an appropriate understanding of the catchment processes 

(particularly flood hydrology, flood routing, hydrogeology and 

geomorphology) and an ability to predict the effects of flood 

defences, land use change and developments on such processes 

throughout the catchment.”  

(DEFRA 2001)





“In the majority of catchments, existing information [on 

geomorphology] may be limited or detailed only in 

specific locations, rather than being catchment wide” 

(Environment Agency CFMP Guidance, 2006)



What data can we obtain at the 

catchment-scale?



Discharge



Slope



Width



Bed material size? 

Channel shape? 

Conveyance / roughness?



1. Identification of the problem:
We know that sediment dynamics need to 

be considered in the management of 

British rivers, and various analytical tools 

already exist. But their application 

remains limited due to data constraints. 

We can only parameterise discharge, 

slope and channel width widely at the 

catchment-scale.



2. Development of a solution:

a) A reach-based sediment balance 

approach
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2. Developing a solution:

b) How to best represent the 

sediment balance of a reach (?)



CapacitySupply

CSR = Capacity / Supply





2. Developing a solution:

c) How is a reach’s transport 

capacity best represented ?



“The mechanics of sediment transport is so complex 

that it is extremely unlikely that a full understanding 

will ever be obtained…

A “universal sediment transport equation” is not and 

may never be available.”

(Simons and Senturk, 1992)



“The mechanics of sediment transport is so complex 

that it is extremely unlikely that a full representation

will ever be achieved…

A precise “universal sediment transport equation” is 

not and may never be available.”







2. Developing a solution:

d) How to best represent a reach (?)



What is a reach?



• 10-20 channel widths

(Montgomery and Buffington, 1997)

• 100-1000 channel widths 

(Grant et al., 1990)

• 500m

(River Habitat Survey)

• Between tributary junctions and grid cell boundaries

(Benda and Dunne, 1997)

• Flow line between two hydrologic elements

(Hellweger and Maidment, 1999)

• A stretch of river composed of largely homogeneous 

geomorphological units

(Eyquem, 2007)



(Davis, 2002)



Individual segment values1% Explanation of variance5% Explanation of variance
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ST:REAM

Sediment Transport:

Reach Equilibrium Assessment Method
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3. Assessing the new approach

Fieldtrip to the River Taff, South 

Wales 





Modelled reach status 

(1% reach boundaries. All cobble bed)

















Topics for discussion...

• River Taff catchment context

• Assessment of ST:REAM performance against field observations

• Issues within reach-based sediment balance modelling: 

• Scale issues for reach-based sediment balance modelling

• Suitability of „internally homogenous‟ reaches for representing 

river channels

• Relevance of using a single representative flow

• Representation of hill-slope sediment supply

• Accounting for non-erodible boundaries

• Management issues within a high energy river catchment

• Ease of visual identification of sediment balance/status during river 

reconnaissance

• Landscape and local controls over sediment delivery to reservoirs



Logistics...

• Leaving via coach at 9am, returning ~5pm

• Cost is included in the price of the conference

• Dress appropriately:

• Sensible footwear

• Waterproof / warm clothing

• Bring packed lunch – provided

• Eat a big breakfast!

• Please be respectful of the environment – both physical and human

• If you wish to run a ST:REAM model of the Taff catchment before the 

fieldtrip please upload a copy onto your laptop from the USB sticks 

provided and follow the instructions (see Chris Parker).
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If you wish to apply ST:REAM within a catchment that you are working 

on at no cost then please get in contact at:

Chris2.Parker@uwe.ac.uk


